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The role of pore structure of carbon in carbon-related adsorptions and reactions bas been extensively investigated.
However the studies on the role of surface chemistry of carbon are limited. In this paper, we present the importance of
oxygen functional groups in carbon reactions with oxygen-containing gases. It is found that there is a good correlation
between the electronic structures and reactivities of carbon edge sites. Zigzag sites are more active in oxygen adsorption
because of the unpaired electrons and armchair sites are less active in oxygen adsorption due to the triple character.
However, the desorption of semiquinone oxygen from zigzag sites needs a bond energy ca. 30% higher than that of o-
quinone oxygen from armchair edge sites.

C0 2 and H2O adsorb on carbon surface much less favorably than 02 . H2O is first physically adsorbed on the virgin
graphite surface followed by chemisorption through oxygen atom approaching the carbon edge site and the movements
of two hydrogen atoms to produce H 2. The adsorption mechanism of H2O is différent from that for C02, but the fmal
result is quite similar, i.e. producing only semiquinone oxygen.

Based upon the above studies, a new generalized mechanism, as shown in Fig. 1, is developed and can accourt for
all the important kinetic phenomena of carton-gas reactions [1]. The key point is that in C0 2/H20-carbon reaction only
semiquinone formed; while, in 02-carbon reaction, semiquinone, o-quinone (at lower pressure), and off-plane epoxy
oxygen (at relatively higher pressure) can be formed. This is the main reason for the diffèrent reaction kinetics of 0 2

-carbon reaction and C02/H20-carbon reactions as observed experimentally.
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Fig. 1 The generalized mechanism for carbon reactions with oxygen-containing gases

The oxygen functional groups of carbon can be characterized by XPS, PZC (point of zero charge), IEP (isoelectric
point) and TPD (temperature-programmed desorption), which were used in our previous studies [2]. We treated the
carbon surface with diffèrent acids, finding that HN0 3 treatment can significantly increase the amount of C0 2-yielding
functional groups (such as carboxyl and lactone groups) while HCl produced more unstable CO-yielding functional
groups. The more powerful method for characterizing carbon surface functional groups may be DRIFT (Diffuse
reflectance spectroscopy), which can distinguish types of functional groups effectively. To experimentally confirm the
important roles of o-quinone and off-plane epoxy oxygen functional groups in gas-carbon reactions using DRIFT is
currently under way in our group, which aims to gaining new insights into the importance of surface functional groups
in gas-carbon reactions.

Our generalized mechanism can also be extended to NO/N 20-carbon reactions, which can be successfully integrated
into the random pore model by introducing a reactive site parameter B as a measure of the relative kinetic contributions
from two différent surface complexes [3]. Its use in tandem with the pore structure parameter q is proposed as a means
to achieving the much-desired integration of the theoretically derived pore structure models and fundamentally surface
mechanism of carbon gasification reactions. Such fundamental studies are also providing strong support to the research
on hydrogen storage by adsorption in carbon nanomaterials.
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